In 1940 Fisher famously showed that if there exists a non-trivial (v, k, λ)-design then
Introduction
Let v, k and λ be positive integers and let (V, B) be a pair where V is a v-set of points and B is a collection of k-subsets of V , called blocks. If each pair of points occur together in at least λ blocks, then (V, B) is a (v, k, λ)-covering. If each pair of points occur together in at most λ blocks, then (V, B) is a (v, k, λ)-packing. If each pair of points occur together in exactly λ blocks, then (V, B) is a (v, k, λ)-design. We refer to parameter sets (v, k, λ) that do not satisfy 3 k < v, and designs with such parameter sets, as trivial.
Usually we are interested in finding coverings with as few blocks as possible and packings with as many blocks as possible. The covering number C λ (v, k) is the minimum number of blocks in any (v, k, λ)-covering and the packing number D λ (v, k) is the maximum number of blocks in any (v, k, λ)-packing. When λ = 1 we omit the subscripts. ⌋ blocks. A simple proof allows each of these bounds to be improved by 1 in the case where λ(v − 1) ≡ 0 (mod k − 1) and λv(v − 1) ≡ 1 (mod k) (see [15] , for example). Improving on results of Erdős and Hanani [7] , Chee et al. [6] have recently shown that for any k there is a constant a k such that C(v, k) is within a k of the Schönheim bound and D(v, k) is within a k of the Johnson bound for any v k. For packings with λ = 1 we also have the second Johnson bound [13] which states that D(v, k)(D(v, k) − 1)
x(x − 1)v + 2xy where x and y are the integers such that D(v, k) = xv + y and 0 y < v. This implies the slightly weaker statement that D(v, k)
A number of results have been proved which improve on the Schönheim bound in various cases in which k is a significant fraction of v [1, 3, 4, 9, 18, 19] . Exact covering and packing numbers are known for k ∈ {3, 4}. Also, exact covering numbers have been determined when λ = 1 and k is very large in comparison to v, specifically when v 13 4 k [12, 14] . For surveys on coverings and packings see [11, 15, 20] . Gordon maintains a repository for small coverings [10] .
One of the most fundamental results in the study of block designs is Fisher's inequality [8] which states that any non-trivial (v, k, λ)-design has at least v blocks (or, equivalently that if there exists a non-trivial (v, k, λ)-design, then λ(v − 1) k(k − 1)). Designs with exactly v blocks (equivalently, those with λ(v − 1) = k(k − 1)) are called symmetric designs. Many families of symmetric designs are known to exist, the most famous example being projective planes.
In [2] , Bose gave an elegant alternative proof of Fisher's result. In this paper we show that the idea behind Bose's proof can be generalised to obtain new bounds on covering and packing numbers for parameter sets with λ(v − 1) < k(k − 1). The most easily stated of our results are as follows. Theorem 1. Let v, k and λ be positive integers such that 3 k < v, and let r and d be the integers such that
Theorem 2. Let v, k and λ be positive integers such that 3 k < v, and let r and d be the integers such that
When the hypotheses of these theorems are satisfied, the bounds they give are at least as good as the Schönheim bound and the first Johnson bound when r < k and never improve on them otherwise. It can be seen that each of these theorems implies Fisher's inequality by observing that, if there exists a (v, k, λ)-design, then r =
. Theorem 1 also subsumes various results from [3] and [4] . In the discussion following its proof we show that, when k is large in comparison with i and λ, the bound of Theorem 1 exceeds the Schönheim bound by i or more for almost half of the possible parameter sets for which r < k. In contrast, previous results yield improvements for only an insignificant fraction of the possible parameter sets when k is large in comparison with λ.
Theorem 2 and the other theorems concerning packings in this paper are only of interest for λ 2, because they are invariably weaker than the second Johnson bound in the case λ = 1. Because of this, and in order to avoid repetition, we concentrate on the case of coverings when discussing our results.
In Section 2 we introduce the notation and preliminary results that we require, and in Section 3 we prove and discuss Theorems 1 and 2. In Section 4 we prove some results concerning mindependent sets in multigraphs, and then in Sections 5 and 6 we use these to prove extensions of and improvements on Theorems 1 and 2.
Notation and preliminary results
For a positive integer v, let [v] denote the set {1, . . . , v}. Let J i×j denote the i×j all-ones matrix. All multigraphs in this paper are loopless. Let G be a multigraph. For distinct u, w ∈ V (G), we denote by µ G (uw) the multiplicity of the edge uw. 
We begin with the following observation which is a simple extension of the arguments used in [2] .
Proof. Let b be the number of blocks of D. Index the blocks of D with the elements of [b] and let X = (x uy ) be the v ×b matrix such that x uy = 1 if point u is in block y and x uy = 0 otherwise (X is known as the incidence matrix of D). It is not difficult to see that
we have b rank(X) rank(XX T ) = rank(MProof. Denote the t × 1 all-ones vector by 1 t and the t × 1 zero vector by 0 t . Suppose for a contradiction that rank(B) = s, the sum of the entries in each row of B is z, for some z = −λv, and rank(B + λJ s×v ) < s. Then the rows of B + λJ s×v are not linearly independent and so there is a nonzero 1 × s vector x such that
Postmultiplying (1) by 1 v we obtain 0 = x(z1 s + λv1 s ) = (z + λv)x1 s and so, because z = −λv, we have x1 s = 0. Thus, it follows from (1) that 0 v = xB in contradiction to rank(B) = s.
We now have a bound on the number blocks in a covering or packing D in terms of the rank of M(D). To bound this rank we will employ an easy and well-known consequence of the Levy-Desplanques theorem (see [17] ). Note that the hypotheses of Lemma 5 can be weakened. In fact we only need require strict inequality for one row in each irreducible component of the matrix (see [17] for details). In certain specific cases this strengthening can be useful. To give a small example, it can be used to show there does not exist a (12, 4, 1)-packing with nine blocks whose leave is a 12-cycle (if such a packing D existed then the matrix obtained from M(D) by deleting a row would have full rank and we could use Lemmas 4 and 3 to show that D had at least eleven blocks). We will not require the stronger version for our purposes here, however.
Basic bounds
We introduce some more notation and note some basic facts about coverings and packings that we will use tacitly throughout the remainder of the paper. 
The following hold.
• For each nonnegative integer i and each
• {V 0 , V 1 , . . .} is a partition of [v] .
•
. All of the results in this paper are based on the following lemma. It employs Lemma 5 to obtain a bound on the number of blocks in a covering or packing based on the structure of its excess or leave. 
By Lemma 5, rank(A) = s because, for each u ∈ S, we have
using the definition of M(D) and our hypotheses. Clearly then, rank(B) = rank(A) = s. Proof of (a).
by a rank-one update, rank(M
. It suffices to show that the sum of the entries in each row of B is z for some z = −λv, because then we will have
where the second inequality follows from Lemma 4. If D is a (v, k, λ)-covering, then, for each u ∈ S, the sum of the entries in row
In what follows we often choose c u = 1 for each u ∈ S when applying Lemma 6, and in these cases we will not make explicit mention of this choice when invoking the lemma. Note that a (r
is always a valid choice for S (m-independence is defined in the next section).
It is now a relatively simple matter to prove Theorems 1 and 2 which we restate here for convenience. Theorem 1. Let v, k and λ be positive integers such that 3 k < v, and let r and d be the integers such that
Proof of Theorems 1 and 2. Suppose that D is a (v, k, λ)-covering or -packing and let G be the excess or leave of D. Note that r = r(D) and
Thus we can apply Lemma 6(b) with
Applying the definition of a and solving the resulting inequality for b produces the required result.
We compare the bound given by Theorem 1 to the Schönheim bound. For a positive integer i, the bound given by Theorem 1 can be seen to improve the Schönheim bound by at least i whenever d < r − λ, k 4iλ + 5 and 2iλ + 1 r k − 2iλ. To see that this is the case, observe that
and that this last expression is at least i for k 3. The first inequality holds because λv > (r − 1)(k − 1) and the second holds because (r − 1)(k − r) iλ(k + 3) which follows from 2iλ+1 r k−2iλ and k 4iλ+5 (note that the former implies (r−1)(k−r) 2iλ(k−2iλ−1) and the latter implies k − 2iλ − 1 
integer values of v for which Theorem 1 improves the Schönheim bound by at least i. So, when k is large in comparison with i and λ, we obtain an improvement of i or more for almost half of the less than
possible parameter sets for which r < k.
One interesting special case of Theorem 1 to consider is the case where λv(v − 1) + dv ≡ 0 (mod k(k − 1)) and hence a (v, k, λ)-covering meeting the Schönheim bound would necessarily have the same number of blocks on each point. In this case we have that
is an integer and so the bound of Theorem 1 exceeds the Schönheim bound by at least
.
In particular, the bound is strictly greater than the Schönheim bound whenever r < k. Setting d = 0 gives Fisher's inequality, setting d = 1 yields a result of Bose and Connor [3] , and setting d = 2 yields a result of Bryant, Buchanan, Horsley, Maenhaut and Scharaschkin [4] .
In the table below we list, for λ = 1 and each k ∈ {3, . . . , 12}, the values of v > 13 4 k for which Theorem 1 strictly improves on the Schönheim bound. Values of v for which the bound of Theorem 1 improves the Schönheim bound by i 2 are marked with a subscript i. 
m-independent sets
If m is a positive integer and G is a multigraph then a subset S of V (G) is said to be an
Putting m = 1 we recover the usual notion of an independent set. A well known algorithm for finding an m-independent set in a graph, which we shall call m-MAX, operates by beginning with the graph and iteratively deleting an (arbitrarily chosen) vertex of maximum degree in the remaining graph until the remaining graph has maximum degree less than m. The vertices of this subgraph form an mindependent set in the original graph. Caro and Tuza [5] established a lower bound on the size of an m-independent set yielded by an application of m-MAX to a multigraph in terms of the degree sequence of the multigraph. For our purposes here, we will require a slight generalisation of this result to edge-weighted graphs. An edge-weighted graph G is a complete (simple) graph whose edges have been assigned nonnegative real weights. We represent the weight of an edge uw in such a graph G by µ G (uw) and we define the degree of a vertex u of G as deg G (u) = w∈V (G)\{u} µ G (uw). A multigraph can be represented as an edge-weighted graph whose edges have integer weights. The definitions of an m-independent set and the algorithm m-MAX for edge-weighted graphs are exactly as above, given our new definition of the degree of a vertex. Lemma 7 below is an adaptation of a result of Caro and Tuza [5] to the setting of edgeweighted graphs. Its proof requires no new ideas and follows the proof given in [5] closely. For a positive integer m, define a function f m : {x ∈ R : x 0} → {x ∈ R : 0 < x 1} by
It can be seen that f m has the following properties.
(F1) f m is continuous, convex, and monotonically decreasing.
for any real numbers x and y with x m and 1 y x.
To see that (F2) holds observe that from the definition of f m we have
, if x − y m;
and hence, using the facts that x m and 1 y x, that f m (x − y) − f m (x) is nonnegative.
Lemma 7. Let m be a positive integer and let G be an edge-weighted graph in which any edge incident with two vertices of degree at least m has weight at least 1. Then any application of m-MAX to G will yield an m-independent set in G of size at least
Proof. Let G be a fixed edge-weighted graph and let
. If G has only one vertex, then F = f m (0) = 1 and the result clearly holds. Suppose by induction that the result holds for all edge-weighted graphs with fewer vertices than G. Let w be an arbitrary vertex of maximum degree in G. We may suppose that deg G (w) m, for otherwise V (G) is m-independent and, since f m (deg G (u)) 1 for each u ∈ G, we are finished immediately. Let G ′ be the graph obtained from G by deleting w and all edges incident with w, and let
F then, applying our inductive hypothesis, we see that any application of m-MAX to G will yield an m-independent set of size at least ⌈F ′ ⌉ ⌈F ⌉. Thus, because w was chosen arbitrarily, any application of m-MAX to G will yield an m-independent set of size at least ⌈F ⌉. So it suffices to show that F ′ F . For nonnegative real numbers x and y with y x, let f * m (x, y) = f m (x − y) − f m (x). It can be seen that
and that deg G (w) = u∈V (G)\{w} µ G (uw), it in fact suffices to show that, for each u ∈ V (G),
If u is a vertex of G with deg G (u) < m, then using the definition of f m we have
and hence (2) holds because deg G (w) m. If u is a vertex of G with deg G (u) m, then µ G (uw) 1 from our hypotheses and thus, using Property (F2) of f m , we have f * 
Proof. We will prove (a). The proof of (b) is similar. From (F1) we know that f m is convex and monotonically decreasing. Let S be a subset of V (G). By Lemma 7, any application of m-MAX to G[S] will yield an m-independent set in G[S] of size at least ⌈F ⌉ where
and f m is monotonically decreasing. Thus,
where the second inequality follows from the convexity of f m .
Bounds for the case d r − λ
To enable us to concisely state the bounds we will establish in the remainder of the paper we make some further definitions. Define a sign function on nonnegative real numbers by sgn(x) = 0, if x = 0; 1, if x > 0.
For positive integers v, k and λ such that 3 k < v and nonnegative real numbers α and β such that α β, we define
, where r =
Note that the bounds given by Theorems 1 and 2 are ⌈CB (v,k,λ) (1, 0)⌉ and ⌊DB (v,k,λ) (1, 0)⌋ respectively. The next two results are technical lemmas that allow us to obtain bounds of the above forms on covering and packing numbers. 
Proof of Lemmas 9 and 10. Suppose that D is a (v, k, λ)-covering or -packing on point set [v] and let G be the excess or leave of 1 − a) and so from our hypotheses we have
Thus, because α 2β, it follows from
Applying the definition of a and solving the resulting inequality for b produces the required result (note that α > β
Theorem 11. Let v, k and λ be positive integers such that 3 k < v, let r and d be the integers such that λ(v − 1) = r(k − 1) − d and 0 d < k − 1, let n = r − λ, and suppose that
Theorem 12. Let v, k and λ be positive integers such that 3 k < v, let r and d be the integers such that λ(v − 1) = r(k − 1) + d and 0 d < k − 1, let n = r − λ, and suppose that and β = 0 yields bound (a) of the appropriate theorem (note that clearly α 2β and, in the case of Theorem 12, that k(n + 1) > 2d + 2 implies D is a (v, k, λ)-covering and m = n − 1 if D is a (v, k, λ) 
We compare the bounds of Theorem 11 to the Schönheim bound. Observe that, for real numbers α and β such that α β > 0, we have
Setting α = n+1 2d+2
and β = 0, we see that the bound of Theorem 11(a) will match or exceed the Schönheim bound whenever k(n + 1) > 2r(d + 1). The bound of Theorem 11(b) is usually at least that of Theorem 11(a), although there are exceptions (see the table below).
Infinite families of parameter sets for which the bounds of Theorem 11 yield arbitrarily large improvements on the Schönheim bound can be found. Suppose that λ is constant and k → ∞.
and β ∈ {0,
noting that v = Θ(kr), and that α − β = O(1) because α 1 2 and 2α β. So, for example, if k − 2d → ∞, d r − λ and r = Θ(k), we will obtain arbitrarily large improvements on the Schönheim bound.
In the table below we list, for λ = 1 and each k ∈ {3, . . . , 20}, the values of v > 13 4 k for which one of the bounds of Theorem 11 strictly improves on the Schönheim bound. Values of v for which the Schönheim bound is improved by x 2 are marked with a subscript x and values of v for which the bound of Theorem 11(a) is strictly greater than the bound of Theorem 11(b) are marked with a superscript a. D is a (v, k, λ) -packing. Let c be a real number such that d r−λ < c < 1 and let G * be the edge-weighted graph on vertex set V 0 ∪ V 1 such that
• µ G * (uw) = cµ G (uw) for all u ∈ V 0 , w ∈ V 1 ; and
If S is an m-independent set in G * , then D has at least |S| − 1 blocks.
We call the graph G * in Lemma 13 the c-reduced excess or c-reduced leave of D.
Proof. Let S be an m-independent set in G * and let S i = S ∩ V i for i ∈ {0, 1}. We show that we can apply Lemma 6(a) to G[S] choosing c u = c for u ∈ S 0 and c u = 1 for u ∈ S 1 . This will suffice to complete the proof.
where the inequality follows from the fact that S is an m-independent set in G * .
Theorem 14. Let v, k and λ be positive integers such that 3 k < v, let r and d be the integers such that λ(v − 1) = r(k − 1) − d and 0 d < k − 1, let n = r − λ, and suppose that r < k.
Theorem 15. Let v, k and λ be positive integers such that 3 k < v, let r and d be the integers such that λ(v − 1) = r(k − 1) + d, let n = r − λ, and suppose that r < k.
Proof. Suppose that D is a (v, k, λ)-covering or -packing and let G be the excess or leave of D. Note that r = r(D) and
It follows from these definitions and the fact that r < k that k m + 1. Let
Note that bounds (a), (b) and (c) of the appropriate theorem can be obtained by applying Lemma 9 or 10 with (α, β) chosen to be (α a , β a ), (α b , β b ) and (α c , β c ) respectively. So it suffices to show that we can apply Lemma 9 or 10 in these cases.
We first show, for each i ∈ {a, b, c} that α i 2β i > 0 and that
It is easy to check from the hypotheses and conditions of the appropriate theorem that β i > 0 for each i ∈ {a, b, c}. Case (a). Note that
and that the latter expression is nonnegative since
and that the latter expression is positive since n > d and k − 3 m d (to see that k − 3 m, note that r k − 1 and that m = n − 1 r − 2 since D is a packing).
. Using this and the fact that k m + 1, we have
for any nonnegative real number x, we have that β c 
There is an m-independent set S in G * such that |S| s c where, for t ∈ R,
, if e 1;
The e = 0 case follows by applying Lemma 7 directly and using the fact that f m is monotonically decreasing, and the case e 1 follows by applying Lemma 8 with S 0 = V 0 and S 1 = V 1 and again using the fact that f m is monotonically decreasing (note that v 0 , v 1 1 if e 1). By Lemma 13, D has at least s c − 1 blocks. So, because f m is continuous (see (F1)) and we can choose c arbitrarily close to 
, if x > 0;
Note that h is well defined because its domain is {0} in the case where v 0 = 0 or v 1 = 0 and
0. We complete the proof by showing that h(e) α i v 0 + β i v 1 for each i ∈ {a, b, c}.
Observe that h is continuous because f m is continuous (see (F1)) and f m (0) = 1. Also note that
and observe that, if
m is equivalent to x z. Thus, by applying the definition of f m and simplifying we obtain
if x z and x > 0;
We consider h 1 as a function from R to R and h 2 as a function from the real interval (−∞,
) to R. Note that h 2 is continuous on this domain and that z
. Differentiating with respect to x we see that
; and
and is monotonically decreasing if d 
where the inequality follows from the fact that f m is monotonically decreasing (see (F1) , h 1 is monotonically increasing. Thus, the global minimum of h is at least the minimum of h 2 on the interval [0, z], and it follows from (6) and our discussion above that this minimum is at least h 2 (y). 
using the facts that v = Θ(kr) and that, for each i ∈ {a, b, c}, α i 1 and α i − β i = Θ(1) because α i > . 
